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1.1 Brief/Introduction

Brief - ACTIONS, AGENTS & BUILDINGS

Project Introduction

The project brief is to develop digital tactics and 
conceptual tools that define a framework and rule 
system to determine new ways of making a con-
temporary digital and physical space.

The project should be an architecture of events, 
actions and time based systems. Buildings should 
react and respond and should reject the tradition 
of inert and benign architecture that only implies a 
dynamic through frozen formalism.

The National Assembly is a project revolved 
around movement. 

The project started by study movement in public 
spaces and reinterpret into physical form. The 
reinterpretation is translated through different 
medium. 

The concept of movement and building form was 
introduced to this building project, the National 
Assembly. The project is a investigation of 

Collages illustrating the concepts of  building form and space manipulating behaviour in public space.
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1.2  Study of Movement  

Movement

Two variables identified in the public concourse of 
Euston Station. The static clusters and the moving 
subjects.

Static Cluster Moving Subject

Study of movement in Euston station concourse. 

Annotative Model to stimulate the movement in the concourse of Euston station, (Top - Elevation view, Bottom, Plan View)

Reinterpret movement from impressionist painting in phys-
ical form. Capturing the key elements in the painting and 
re-create the movement through simplified form. 
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Breakdown of movement to 5 second interval, illus-
trating the changing formation of crowds through 
time.

The initial project was addressing the movement in 
public space and finding various method of reinter-
pret them. 

The project started by researching impressionist paint-
ing and translate it into a physical form and from that 
onwards I carried on the study to a real life situation. 

The movement study was later focused at the public 
concourse space in Euston Station, London. By ana-
lyzing the crowd movement, two different subjects; 
the moving subjects and the static clusters were iden-
tified. 

Further study used the two variables to speculate the 
outcome of each scenario, which leads to a simplified 
algorithm as a conclusion of this research.
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1.3 Italian Politics 

Italian General Election 2018

E-Democracy Benefits of E-Democracy

Transparency between the govern-
ment and citizens

Online Voting.
Just one click away!

Deliberative democracy & Participatory 
democracy

Above Illustrates different political parties ideology and recent year political parties voted states.

Anti-Establishment parties, Five Star Movement became the largest number of 
votes in 2018 general election. 

Politics in Italy

Five Star Movement

The 2018 Italian general election was held on 4 
March 2018 after the Italian Parliament was dissolved 
by President Sergio Mattarella on 28 December 
2017. Voters were electing the 630 members of the 
Chamber of Deputies and the 315 elective members 
of the Senate of the Republic for the 18th legislature 
of the Italian Republic since 1948. The centre-right 
alliance, in which Matteo Salvini’s League emerged 
as the main political force, won a plurality of seats in 
the Chamber of Deputies and in the Senate, while the 
anti-establishment Five Star Movement led by Luigi 
Di Maio became the party with the largest number of 
votes.

Another great hurdle in imple-
menting e-democracy is the 
matter of ensuring security in in-
ternet voting systems. Viruses and 
malware could be used to block or 
redirect citizens’ votes on matters 
of great importance; as long as 
that threat remains, e-democracy 
will not be able to diffuse through-
out society.

The Internet plays a big role in delibera-
tive democracy, where deliberation and 
access to multiple viewpoints is central in 
decision-making. Through the Internet, 
information is easily accessible, and in a 
cost effective manner, providing access 
and means for change.

Through mobile messaging, blogs 
and social media, government and its 
agencies can share information to citi-
zens who share common interests and 
concerns. Some government represen-
tatives are also beginning to use social 
media, which provides them with an 
easy medium to inform their followers.

As the anti-establisment party won the general elec-
tion, their ideology will be pushed forward. One of 
the vision of Five Star Movement has is the E-De-
mocracy is a form of government in which all adult 
citizens are presumed to be eligible to participate 
equally in the proposal, development, and creation 
of laws. E-democracy encompasses social, economic 
and cultural conditions that enable the free and equal 
practice of political self-determination.

Social democracy
Christian left
Social liberalism
Green politics

Liberal conservatism
Christian democracy
Populism

Social democracy
Democratic so-
cialism
Progressivism

Anti-establishment
Direct democracy
E-democracy
Environmentalism
Euroscepticism
De-growth
Populism

Current seats 322 C / 128 S Current seats 88 C / 35 S Current seats 119 C / 86 S Current seats 59 C / 23 S
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Recent Year Election Result 

2008 - People of Freedom
2013 - Democratic Party

2018 - Five Star Movement

2013 2018
Centre - Right

Five Star Movement
Centre - Left

Corruption is a major problem in Italy. Italy has 
consistently been regarded as one of the most corrupt 
countries in the Eurozone. The corruption costs Italy 
a reported €60 billion a year, which amount to four 
percent of its GDP.

Italian public officials routinely have close ties to 
organized crime and to businesses. Italian citizens 
consider political parties and parliament itself to be 
the nation’s two most corrupt institutions

Corruption is common in Italy’s public services 
sector. Doing business in Italy is complicated by 
inefficient government bureaucracies and burden-
some rules, and almost half of Italians believe that 
the issuance of business permits involves bribes and 
abuse of power. Because of corruption, it takes almost 
six years to complete a major public-works project 
in Italy, and such projects cost four times as much as 
elsewhere in Europe.

The Five Star Movement is a populist party in Italy. 
It was founded by Beppe Grillo in late 2009. In the 
Five Star Movement converge themes derived from 
ecological and anti-particracy promoting the direct 
participation of citizens in the management of public 
affairs through forms of digital democracy. 

The movement wants to be a “democratic encounter 
outside of party and associative ties and without the 
mediation of directive or representational organisms, 
recognizing to all users of the Internet the role of 
government and direction that is normally attribut-
ed to a few”. From the economic point of view, it 
embraces the theories of degrowth, supporting the 
creation of “green jobs” and the rejection of polluting 
and expensive “great works”, including incinerators 
and high-speed rail, aiming to an overall better quali-
ty of life and greater social justice.

The Five Star Movement proposes the adoption of 
large-scale energy projects, elimination of waste, 
sustainable mobility, protection of territory from 
overbuilding, teleworking. The movement’s political 
discourse often refers to the Internet as a solution to 
many social, economic, and environmental problems. 
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Protest Space Requirement
Protest can be in any sizes with different intention. By 
categorizing different group sizes with their inten-
tion helps to design the public realm of the national 
assembly to allow these events to happen.

The national assembly is allowing all size group of 
protest to be performed at the public piazza, from 
size of 5 people to scale that occupying the whole 
piazza.

The site is divided into half with one side has the 
public piazza and the other side as the national as-
sembly. The building is elevated from ground to free 
up more public space. The national assembly consists 
of three large spaces, The multifunctional Hall, Main 
Hall, and the auditorium. 

Large protest event like the umbrella movement in 
Hong Kong creates chaos and disallowing the city 
to function. In dense city like Hong Kong, there is 
no large public square to allow demonstration to 
happen, which in resulting of crowds occupying 
various public realm spaces, such as roads, public 
entrances, highways. Protest is indeed a powerful tool 
addressing issues to the government, but should keep 
to a moderate level instead of creating more negative 
impact to the city.  

1.4  Programme / Spacial Requirement

Duration _ Short Period (30mins ~ 120 mins)

Cycle _ ∞

Group Size _ 1~10

Participants _ Local Residence

Density _  ~10 m2 (5 People)

Perform Condition _ Casual  

Duration _ Long Period  (180 ~300 mins )

Cycle _ Scheduled Event 

Group Size _   1000 +

Participants _ People with particular interest

Density _  800 m2 (per 1000 people)

Perform Condition _ Serious / Chaotic

Duration _ Long Period  (120 ~300 mins )

Cycle _ Single / Scheduled Repeated Event 

Group Size _  10~20 

Participants _ Local Residence

Density _  ~20 m2 (20 people)

Perform Condition _ Casual 

Case Study _ 
Umbrella Movement, Hong Kong, 

Programme
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Weak Bicameralism 

Weak Bicameralism 

Austria/Bahamas/Jamaica

Italy, Japan

The UK, France, Canada, India

USA, Australia, Germany, 
Switzerland

Strong Bicameralism 

Insignificant Bicameralism 

Incongruent

Symmetric

Asymmetric

Congruent

Green Paper 
(Present government idea for future policy)

Public Discussion/Consultation

White Paper Published
(Outline a firmer plan for the proposal)

Vote on Proposal by cabinet 
ministers

Outline of the bill

Comment on the bill

Debate and amend the bill

Review

Final amaned

Law Established

Refined report from committee 
examination

During the committe stage of the 
bill, it can be examined in detail 

by a Public Bill Committee or a 
Committee of the whole House

Second Reading

Third Reading

House of Lord

Consideration of 
Amendments

Committee Stage

Report Stage

First Reading

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

Senate of 
the Republic

Chamber of 
Deputies

315 630

House of Lords Sitting Hour

Mondays and Tuesdays from 2.30pm
Wednesdays from 3pm
Thursdays from 11am
some Fridays from 10am

House of Commons Chamber Sitting Hour

Mondays and Tuesdays from 2.30pm
Wednesdays from 3pm
Thursdays from 11am
some Fridays from 10am

Westminster Hall  Sitting Hour

Division Process

Mondays and Tuesdays from 2.30pm
Wednesdays from 3pm
Thursdays from 11am
some Fridays from 10am

1 )After the debate the Speakers will shout out “Division”  and the MPs should 
respond in “Aye” or “No” depends on which side they stand for.

2) MPs would entre their chosen lobby. Yes or No Lobby.

3)MPs would filed in their name alphabetially and handed over to the Clerks 
who ticks off the list

3) Before, returning to the chamber, each member walk through a narrow door 
one by one, the Tellers would stand by the door to count the numbers of MPs 
passed through.

4 ) Once all the MPs returend to the chamber, the Teller’s would come in to 
announce the result. 
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Petitions must call for a specific action 
from the UK Government or the House of 
Commons.

Petitions must be about something that 
the Government or the House of 
Commons is responsible for.

Petitions can disagree with the 
Government and can ask for it to change 
its policies. Petitions can be critical of the 
UK Government or Parliament.

We reject petitions that don’t meet the 
rules. If we reject your petition, we’ll tell 
you why. If we can, we’ll suggest other 
ways you could raise your issue.

Standards for Petitions

write to you for more information
invite you to talk to the Committee in 
person about your petition – this could be 
in Parliament or somewhere else in the UK

ask for evidence from the Government or 
other relevant people or organisations

press the government for action

ask another parliamentary committee to 
look into the topic raised by a petition

put forward a petition for debate

It calls for the same action as a petition that’s 
already open

It doesn’t ask for a clear action from the UK 
Government or the House of Commons

It’s about something the UK Government or House 
of Commons is not responsible for.

That includes: something that your local council is 
responsible for; something that another 
Government  is responsible for; and something that 
an independent organisation has done.

It’s defamatory or libellous, or contains false 
statements

It refers to a case that’s active in the UK courts

It contains material that may be protected by an 
injunction or court order

It contains material that could be confidential or 
commercially sensitive

It could cause personal distress or loss. This includes 
petitions that could intrude into someone’s 
personal grief or shock without their consent.

It accuses an identifiable person or organisation of 
a crime

It names individual officials of public bodies, unless 
they are senior managers

It names family members of elected representa-
tives, eg MPs, or of officials of public bodies

It asks for someone to be given a job, or to lose their 
job. This includes petitions asking for a vote of no 
confidence in someone and petitions calling for 
someone to resign.

It contains party political material

It’s nonsense or a joke

It’s an advert, spam, or promotes a specific product 
or service

It’s a Freedom of Information request

It contains swearing or other offensive language

It’s offensive or extreme in its views. That includes 
petitions that attack, criticise or negatively focus on 
an individual or a group of people because of 
characteristics such as their age, disability, ethnic 
origin, gender identity, medical condition, 
nationality, race, religion, sex, or sexual orientation

Reasons for Rejecting Petitions

The Petitions Committee

Petitions which reach 100,000 signatures 
are almost always debated. But we may 
decide not to put a petition forward for 
debate if the issue has already been 
debated recently or there’s a debate 
scheduled for the near future. If that’s the 
case, we’ll tell you how you can find out 
more about parliamentary debates on the 
issue raised by your petition.

MPs might consider your petition for a 
debate before it reaches 100,000 
signatures.

Debates

!

Withdrawn

Terminate

Raising an issue 

5 people to support

The Parliament will check the 
petition and publish it; or 
reject petitions that don’t 
meet the standards for 
petitions.

At 10,000 signatures 
you get a response 
from the government.

At 100,000 signatures 
your petition will be 
considered for a 
debate in Parliament.

The Petitions Committee 
reviews all petitions the 
Parliament publish. Select 
petitions of interest to find 
out more about the issues 
raised. They have the power 
to press for action from 
government or Parliament.

x5

10,000

100,000
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debated recently or there’s a debate 
scheduled for the near future. If that’s the 
case, we’ll tell you how you can find out 
more about parliamentary debates on the 
issue raised by your petition.

MPs might consider your petition for a 
debate before it reaches 100,000 
signatures.
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Withdrawn

Terminate

Raising an issue 

5 people to support

The Parliament will check the 
petition and publish it; or 
reject petitions that don’t 
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petitions.

At 10,000 signatures 
you get a response 
from the government.

At 100,000 signatures 
your petition will be 
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reviews all petitions the 
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to press for action from 
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Scenario 1 _Law Making

UK vs Italy

UK vs Italy Scenario 2 _ Petition

1.5 Political Procedure

The building is encouraging the public to participate 
and contribute to the parliamentary work. People can 
participate and get their voice heard through various 
ways. 

There are four systems that the citizens can partic-
ipate in. The parliamentary law making process, or 
through petition, scrutiny and protest.

The parliamentary system in UK and Italy are 
somewhat similar. Both are under the bicameralism 
system, with two legislative house of chamber. Both 
parliament fall under the category of weak bicamer-
alism. 

The seating of two different parliaments with both of 
their chambers. UK consists of much larger seating 
compare to Italy.  UK's parliament chamber function 
as two different chamber addressing different issues, 
whereas Italy as a much more symmetrical system 
where both chamber addressing linear topics.

Breakdown of bicameralism system, showing Italy is more 
towards a congruent and symmetrical system.

UK parliament seating with 650 seating in House of 
Common and 785 seating in House of Lords 

Italy parliament with 315 seating in House of Senate and 
630 seating in Chamber of Deputy  
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Design

Annual Event Frequency Diagram 

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Frequency

Petition

Law Making

Scrutiny

Protest

To organize a protest you must 
notify the police. 

Protest!!!

!
Start up a protest

By law you must tell the police in writing 6 days 
before a public march if you’re the organiser.

Tell the police the 
1) date and time of the march
2) route
3) the names and addresses of the organisers

If there’s no march organised as part of your protest, 
you don’t have to tell the police.

1) Limit or change the route of your march
2) set any other condition of your march
3) change the location
4) limit how long a rally lasts
5) limit the amount of people who attend

public walkways

What to Inform to the Police 

Power of Police

To organize a protest you must 
notify the police. 

!
Start up a protest

By law you must tell the police in writing 6 days 
before a public march if you’re the organiser.

Tell the police the 
1) date and time of the march
2) route
3) the names and addresses of the organisers

If there’s no march organised as part of your protest, 
you don’t have to tell the police.

1) Limit or change the route of your march
2) set any other condition of your march
3) change the location
4) limit how long a rally lasts
5) limit the amount of people who attend
6) stop a sit-down protest if it blocks road traffic or 
public walkways

What to Inform to the Police 

Power of Police

Report

Selected committee  within 
the Chamber of Deputy has 
the job for scrutinising the 
work of a particular 
department of government.

Calling for written evidence from the 
public and expert. 

Anyone can submit evidence to a select committee 
inquiry, not just academics or experts. Committee use 
variety of methods to collect a wide range of evidence, 
through social media and even travel to see the 
evidence themsevles.

Use gathered infromation to 
question the Minister and 
Secretary of State 

Full detail report of evidence to 
raise suggestions to government 
to act on. The government has 
two months to responed to 
parliament. 

Evidence

Evidence

Minister & Secretary of State

Live Italia - Le Stampa

The Prime Minister answers questions every sitting 
Wednesday from 12.00noon -12.30pm.

Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs)

Monday: 2.35pm - 3.35pm
Tuesday: 11.35am - 12.35pm
Wednesday: 11.35am - 12.35pm
Thursday: 9.35am - 10.35am

General Questions 

MPs and Lords get the opportunity to question 
government ministers either directly on the floor of 
the House during the regular oral question times or 
in writing.

Ministers from each government department attend 
the Commons on a rota basis to answer oral 
questions. Each major Government department is 
allocated to a particular day of the week, with a rota 
agreed by the Government and Opposition parties..

Questions Time

Committees of smaller groups of MPs and/or Lords 
look at specific policy issues or legislation in detail. 
Different committees have different roles ranging 
from offering advice, to producing reports or 
altering legislation.

The House of Commons has departmental select 
committees. These were established to 'shadow' 
government departments and scrutinise the 
spending, administration and policy of each 
department.

Both Houses have permanent and temporary 
committees. MPs and Lords also work together in 
Joint Select Committees. The government issues 
responses to most committee reports.

Committees

Report

Selected committee  within 
the Chamber of Deputy has 
the job for scrutinising the 
work of a particular 
department of government.

Calling for written evidence from the 
public and expert. 

Anyone can submit evidence to a select committee 
inquiry, not just academics or experts. Committee use 
variety of methods to collect a wide range of evidence, 
through social media and even travel to see the 
evidence themsevles.

Use gathered infromation to 
question the Minister and 
Secretary of State 

Full detail report of evidence to 
raise suggestions to government 
to act on. The government has 
two months to responed to 
parliament. 

Evidence

Evidence

Minister & Secretary of State

Live Italia - Le Stampa

The Prime Minister answers questions every sitting 
Wednesday from 12.00noon -12.30pm.

Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs)

Monday: 2.35pm - 3.35pm
Tuesday: 11.35am - 12.35pm
Wednesday: 11.35am - 12.35pm
Thursday: 9.35am - 10.35am

General Questions 

MPs and Lords get the opportunity to question 
government ministers either directly on the floor of 
the House during the regular oral question times or 
in writing.

Ministers from each government department attend 
the Commons on a rota basis to answer oral 
questions. Each major Government department is 
allocated to a particular day of the week, with a rota 
agreed by the Government and Opposition parties..

Questions Time

Committees of smaller groups of MPs and/or Lords 
look at specific policy issues or legislation in detail. 
Different committees have different roles ranging 
from offering advice, to producing reports or 
altering legislation.

The House of Commons has departmental select 
committees. These were established to 'shadow' 
government departments and scrutinise the 
spending, administration and policy of each 
department.

Both Houses have permanent and temporary 
committees. MPs and Lords also work together in 
Joint Select Committees. The government issues 
responses to most committee reports.

Committees

1.6 Political Procedure

Scenario 3 _ Scrutinize Scenario 4_ Protest

The building is designed around those four different 
scenarios to offer more opportunity to the citizens 
to participate with the parliamentary activity and 
actions. Each scenario has a dedicated design and 
space for it. 

Each scenario has a designed space that will trans-
form itself depending on the frequency of participa-
tion from the citizens. 

10,000

1. Law Making

2. Petition

3. Scrutinize

4. Protest
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1.7 Site Analysis - Turin, Italy

Overview of Turin  

Current State of Turin  

Parco Dora,Turin , Italy

Bomb targeting the industrial area of Tu-
rin to slower the vehicle production speed.

Parco Dora,Turin , Italy

Lingotto Factory, Turin, Italy

View of the city from Superga, Turin, Italy

Turin, Italy

Turin was then a target of Allied strategic bombing during 
World War II, being heavily damaged in its industrial areas 
by the air raids. 

In the postwar years, Turin was rapidly rebuilt. The city’s 
automotive industry played a pivotal role in the Italian eco-
nomic miracle of the 1950s and 1960s, attracting hundred 
of thousands of immigrants to the city, particularly from the 
rural southern regions of Italy.

The exceptional growth gains of the city gained it the nick-
name of the Automobile Capital of Italy and the Detroit of 
Italy. In the 1970s and 1980s, the oil and automotive indus-
try crisis severely hit the city, and its population began to 
sharply decline, losing more than one-fourth of its total in 
30 years. The long population decline of the city has begun 
to reverse itself only in recent years.

Over the last twenty years, Turin has undergone a structural 
transformation: from a single-industry “factory town” to 
a new city identity based on knowledge applied to a broad 
spectrum of activities, from manufacturing to research, 
training, arts and culture, urban renewal and welfare.

This process of change—which sees in the future creation 
of the metropolitan city a further opportunity—was guided 
by detailed strategic planning of the entire area launched in 
2000 with the first Strategic Plan and which continues today 
in the Third Plan. Thanks to the results it has attained and 
the process itself which actively involved all area stake-
holders, Turin is a point of reference for urban renewal and 
relaunching of its economic-productive system.

Transportation Transportation City PlanningMetro Line 1

(Future) Metro Line 2
Light Rail Tram System Redeveloping Sites

Urban Green Project
New development sites
Future Planning 

Disused Factories

The public transportation is not as demanding as the 
city scale is not that big and the population is low. 
However the city is planning to develop the second 
metro line to make the city more connected to the 
suburban area. 

There are still many on-going projects and large scale 
planning projects reshaping the city after its econom-
ic and population decline.

There are still many disused factories around the 
city some of them are located in the city centre. 
Those are potentials that Turin can redevelop with 
some cultural and economic value to make the city 
more prosperous.
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Centro District, Turin

Site Context Activity Analysis
Illustrating the context are surrounded by commercial retail shops and educational 
institution Views of the existing piazza 

(Top) Aerial View of Piazza Vincenzo Arbarello. Highlighted area indicateds the site boundary with numbered viewpoints

Site Accessibility Analysis 

Piazza Vincenzo Arbarello, the chosen site is located in the central 
district also known as the old town of Turin. Within this district it 
consists of many museums, attractions and landmarks; the most 
vibrant part of the city. The piazza is situated in the heart of the 
district, which can be easily reached by public transport such as 
tram, metro or even city bike. 

The piazza is next to one of the green spine that runs from North 
to South of the central district which the government is currently 
redeveloping  these public space to offer a better experience for the 
pedestrians. The site is located on the north end of the green spine, 
which make sense to propose a public square to offer a place for 
people go gather in the city and also an event space where protest 
and political discussion can occur. 

1.8 Site Analysis _Piazza Vincenzo Arbarello

M

M

M

M

M

Metro Station

District Boundary

Pedestrian Footpath

Connection Between Eeast/West

High Street 

Site

M

1/2000 Site Context _Turin, Italy

1/1000 Site Context _Turin, 

Market Valdocco Palestro _ 7am - 3pm Retail 10AM-  8PM

Retail 10AM-  8PM

Hotel _ 24h

Hotel _ 24h

Retail 10AM-  8PM

Retail 10AM-  8PM

Retail 10AM-  8PM

Retail 10AM-  8PM

Retail 10AM-  8PM

Library _ 10am - 7pm

Palazzo Falletti di Barolo
10-12:30/ 15-17:30

Mastio  de lla Cittadella 
9 AM-  6PM

Bus Stop _ 

Gyms Torino - Club Assarotti7am-10:30pm

Giardino Lamarmora _ 24h

Palazzo della Luce _ Event Space (9-12) (2-4) (6-10)

1

1

3

5

3

5

6

4

2

2

4

6

Site Introduction

Site Accessibility
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1.9 Proposal _Piazza Vincenzo Arbarello

Proposal of Existing Square

The Pros & Cons of the Existing Piazza

The Proposal for the piazza

Current Redevelopment of Existing Square

Disused Storage Space in underground 

Natural barrier between the site and context

Keeping as many trees as possible on site

Offer different activities on site 

Offer different activities on site 

Building 
Volume

Raised Pedestrian Footpath around the site

Raised Pedestrian Footpath around the site

Using the square as a carpark creates 
a unwelcoming space for pedestrian

Carpark Creates barrier between each 
end of the piazza

Existing Site Issue 
Existing Site Advantages

Criss Section _ Facing North East

Activities 
Ground Plane

Cross Section  _ Facing North East

Existing Site _ 1:4000 

76m

200m

Carpark

Existing Trees

Self Rental Storage

Electric Sub-Station

Raised Pedestrian Walkway

200 parking space on the piazza. 
Without other public facilities or 
activity on offer.

Two rows of existing trees on each 
side of the square provides natural 
shading and act as a buffer to the 
surrounding context.

120 Storage units located in the north 
quadrant of the piazza. Currently 
not being used as frequent. Since the 
service is out dated.

Disused electric sub-station located 
in the South quadrant of the piazza. 

The pedestrian walkway around the pi-
azza is raised 1.2 metre from the street 
level, which creates a natural barrier to 
the surrounding context.

Diagram Illustrating the key elements on the existing site

The Site is 200 metre long and 76 metre wide with the 
main piazza in the South and a smaller square on the 
North. The current condition of the piazza is not per-
forming to it’s maximum potential. The ground level 
consists of around 200 parking space and the base-
ment is functioning as a self rental storage units and 
old electric sub station. The present state of the square 
is not a welcoming space and it has many opportunity 
to offer to the city.  

2

1

3

4

5

The proposal is to re-house the existing 200 parking 
spaces to the basement level to replace the self-rental 
storage units and create a landscape piazza on the 
existing level to create a more dynamic space which 
offers different environmental conditions to suit 
different users to use the public square.

The current square is under going an redevelopment 
sponsored by the Turin government, department of 
planning. The scheme is to get rid of the existing park-
ing on site to offer as a square to the public for differ-
ent activities. However, in addition to this scheme, the 
official render image emphasis on the green pedestri-
an walkway that links to the southern part of the old 
town will create a much pedestrian friendly journey. 

Render image released from the Turin official, propose a strong linkage 
between north and south part of the city with green pedestrian walkway.

Current Existing Self=Rental Storage units in basement level

Building position in relation to site 
Site Boundary

The re-housed position 
of the 200 parking 
space

Existing Site Condition
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Auditorium
Main Hall
Rooftop Bar/ Restaurant
Kitchen/Storage
Multi-functional Hall
Office
Outdoor Stage

1.10 Proposal _ Building

Building Form 

North Square

Car park

Building Programme

Long Section _ Facing North West

The Building volume is sitting above the landscape. 
The building can be simply break down into 3 
different segments. The multifunctional hall, main 
hall and the auditorium. The three spaces are in-
terlinked with each other but consists of different 
function and spatial condition.

Design Methodology
The design concept of this project is to have a 
building consists of many elements that respond 
to different events. As different events happened 
the different elements will introduce different 
spatial and experiential quality to the building and 
also in the public space. 

The north square act as a buffer zone from the 
north to the main square. It also consist of en-
trance to the parking in basement. It also offers 

Crane Structure that holds up the 
auditorium space with amenity built into 
structure, including ventilation, lighting 
system. 

The building is acting as part of the landscape. 
When there is an event, the building will 
transform and animate the landscape. 

1

2

Main Square (regular day)

Main Square (event day)

The public square on regular day offers 
dynamic range of spaces and activities for 
the public to be engage with the square. 
Including 3 kiosks, water featured  fountain 
and landscape, soft landscaping and speak-
ers corner for individual free speech.

On the day of event, the square will be 
activated and people 

3

4

The boundary of the landscape 
(Maximum capacity 10000 protesters)

The boundary of the piazza 
(Maximum capacity 10000 protesters)

Parts of building that animate the 
landscape of the piazza

Area of 800m2  which can fit ± 1000 People 
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1.11  Moving Structure

Auditorium Crane Structure

Moving screens 

Moving Facade 3

2

1

Auditorium Crane Structure

The auditorium crane structure 
not only holds up the auditorium 
space itself but also consists of a 
moving structure above to ani-
mate the piazza with lighting and 
screens installed to it. When a 
large event is happening in the pi-
azza, the crane would extend out 
to double it’s length and cantilever 
over the piazza. 

1

Moving screens 
There are several moving screens 
built into the building. For the 
occasional event, the screen will 
be activated and stretched out as 
a digital display to illustrate the 
event live in action. Allowing the 
public to see from far distance.

2

Moving Facade 
When the moving facade is acti-
vated, the facade will be pushed 
away from the building and turn 
the ground floor landscape into a 
event space. 

3

Moving Structure

Moving Structure

Four Scenarios 

Many elements of the building is able to transform it-
self to become part of the landscape. When they are 
deployed, the building and the square has a much 
stronger relationship.

The moving structures are designed to respond to four 
different scenarios for citizens to participate and be 
part of the parliamentary process.

Many elements of the building is able to transform it-
self to become part of the landscape. When they are 
deployed, the building and the square has a much 
stronger relationship.

The moving structures are designed to respond to four 
different scenarios for citizens to participate and be 
part of the parliamentary process.

Mobile Crane for film production, New York City, USA

Billboard at Piccadilly Circus, London, UK

Moving Stage for performance, Justin Timberlake 
concert at New Orleans, USA.

Flight Bridge

10,000

1. Law Making

2. Petition

3. Scrutinize

4. Protest
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1.12 Structural Strategy 

Auditorium Crane Structure

Service Core 

Main Structure

Secondary Frame Support

Building Foundation

Crane Structure that holds up the 
auditorium space with amenity built 
into structure, including ventilation, 
lighting system. 

Earthquake 

Site Soil Analysis

Turin is situated in the less severe zone of Italy 
where earthquake happens less frequently.

The building will need to be designed to be with-
stand the vibration from the earthquake. Several 
elements are considered to be part of the building 
structure. Such as expansion joint between large 
building volumes to prevent building to buckle 
and seismic base isolation system to absorb the 
vibration from the earth to reduce the affect on 
the structure above. 

The first meter down from the site consist of soft 
soil, follow by five meters of soft gravel and earth, 
which is not ideal for short foundation, such as 
raft or strip foundation. From six to the fifteen 
meter are compact gravel with dense cement. 

Pile foundation the ideal solution for this project. 
Pile will go down to eleven meter down from the 
ground level to have the cement level to give extra 
stability to the building.

Consists of stairs,Lifts & MEP. It also 
act as an extra primary structure to 
the building to support the structure 
above ground. 

Steel framed structure re-enforced 
with cross-bracing at certain places 
to minimize the material.

Fixtures that is installed to the main 
structure to holds up the facade 

The foundation of the building will 
be reinforced concrete with steel 
fixtures that connect to the main 
structure.

1

2

3

4

5

Structure 1 _ Multifunctional Hall

Structure 2  _ Main Hall

Structure 1 _ Auditorium

45m

26m

38m

42m

26m

Spectral pseudoacceleration values (PSA, in g) at frequency of 5 Hz for 5% of 
critical damping on rock or stiff soils with a 10% chance of being exceeded over 50 
years (average return period 475 years).

1_ Primary Structure
2_ Soft Soil for Vegetation
3_ Soft Gravel and Earth
4_ Gravel with Dense Compact Cement 

1

2

3

4

Gravel and Earth

Compact pebble 
with high dense 
cement level

Vegetation Soil

Primary Structure

Ground  Level  + 0m

- 1m

- 6m

- 15m
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1.13 Material Analysis

Exterior Material Palettes

Building Materials

Polypropylene _ FRAC Dunkerque, Lacaton & Vassal, Dunkirk, France.

The Material selection is simply decided base on the 
scale of the project and the local climate. The design 
language of this building require robust structure to 
hold up the volume above ground, which steel was 
chosen as the primary material. Other material is 
chosen to compliment the steel work to bring layers 
to the building for the aesthetic and also enable to 
create different condition for the interior space. 

The design language for the exterior is a more rigid 
and tectonic structure to make a statement as a 
national assembly. The interior in contrary, a soft and 
home-like environment with softer material. 

Glass _The Glass House, Sao Paulo, Brazil, Lina Bo 
Bardi

Timber _ Auckland, New Zealand, Herbst 
Architects

Translucent Fabric _ Ambient 30 60 - YAP 
CONSTRUCTO 2014, UMWELT

Interior

Fabric _ Dar Al Muharraq cultural center, Kersten Geers David Van 
Severen, Bahrain.

Reinforced Concrete _ Unité d’habitation, le-corbusier, Berlin, 
Germany.

Brushed Steel _ The Shepherds Building, Duggan Morris Architect, London, 
UK.

Landscape

The Chinati Foundation, Marfa, Texas.

Elevation illustrating the layered material
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1.14 Construction Sequence

1 - Ground scape

2- Foundation

3 - Landscape

The ground scape will be replaced 
with new pavement and new trees 
will be planted. The north and 
main piazza will begin the founda-
tion work. 

The main piazza is under going 
with foundation and the north 
square and tree lines on east and 
west side are both completed and 
open to public. 

The main piazza is completed 
and the foundation and primary 
structure installation for building 
will begin.

Building completed and open to 
public.

4 - Building

Construction Sequence

Traffic Re-Routing During Construction

Phase 1 Traffic Routes

Construction Sequence
The building is break down into three different 
phases. The first phase is public pedestrian walkway 
and the tree line on the east and west side of the 
building site. The second phase consists the under-
ground parking, north square and the public piazza. 
Finally, then third phase is the national assembly, the 
building itself. First and Second phase will finished 
prior to the assembly and will open to public once it 
is completed. 
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Traffic Route

Site Boundary

Truck Access Route

Unload Area

Site Office

During the construction period, the site will effect 
the traffic around the site. A new route for the 
site will be implemented in the beginning of the 
construction. There is also a dedicated route for the 
truck to access through site and avoid intersection 
with the traffic. 
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1.15 Environmental Strategy

Climate of Turin

Design with Climate and Site  

The climate is moderately continental, with cold 
humid winters, and hot summers. The city is located 
at 250 metres above sea level, at the foot of the Alps, 
along the Po River, in a position that in summer 
makes it a bit less hot than the rest of the Po valley, 
and in winter a little less foggy.

The design approach for the building is position it in 
the west side of the piazza to provide maximum natu-
ral sunlight into the public square in the morning.

The East facade consists of a layered system with 
options to shade the interior space. On the west side, 
the building is naturally sheltered from the existing 
line of trees to prevent over heating by the afternoon 
sunlight. 
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West Side Tree Shelter

Public Square

Shading Elements

Sun Path

East Facing Facade

Cold Air 

Hot Air

Shading Elements

Primary Facade

Moving Direction

Shading and Ventilation Strategy

General Environmental Strategy

Turin Climate Data

The building consists of mechanical ventilation and passive 
ventilation. The building uses stack ventilation to vent in fresh 
air from the lower level openings and air will circulate through 
the triple height building space to the ceiling level then to be 
released out again. 

Most openings are located on the East facade and the West 
remain with more solid walls. The moveable facade on the East 
is able to provide natural sunlight in winter with semi-transpar-
ent facade and block out hot sun in summer with solid surfaces. 
A duo functional facade for both seasons.
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1.16  Acoustic, Lighting & Thermal Comfort 

Acoustic Quality

Precedents 

Thermal Comfort 

Lighting 

The main body of the building consists of three large 
space. The acoustic requirement of these spaces need 
to be  maintained at high level to prevent distorted 
sound or echo. The strategy for the acoustic is to use 
soft fabric interior to create irregular and absorbent 
surfaces to reduce the sound bouncing off surfac-
es. 

The design of double facade is aiming to provide dif-
ferent light condition to the interior space with natural 
sunlight. Apart from natural sunlight artificial lighting 
is also installed to provide lighting when natural light 
is not available. 

Some spaces in the building require good ventilation 
system as some spaces are occupied with large num-
ber of people. Such as the auditorium space that can 
house more than 700 people. Most part of the build-
ing consist of passive stack ventilation system within 
the triple or doubled height space. When the space is 
overheated, then the mechanical ventilation will be 
turned on to aid the situation. 

High  

Acoustic Control Requirement

Medium
Low

High  
Thermal Control Requirement

Medium
Low

High  

Lighting Control Requirement

Medium
Low

1 _ Zollverein School of Management and Design, Sanaa, 
Essen, Germany
2 _ Pavilion Allemand à la Biennale de Venice 2010, Giovanni 
Maria Filindeu. Venice, Italy, 
3_ Summer Pavilion, Aatelier Amont, Limburg, Belgium
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EXIT

EXIT
18m<

EXIT

EXIT

900m
m

1400mm

18m< 18m<

1.17  Access + Fire Strategy

Meeting point 1

Meeting point 2

A

B

CE

D

J

L

K

M

M

N FG H

I

1:200 _ Basement 
N

A_  Entrance
B_ Reception
C_ Main Hall
D_ Observatory
E _ Multi-Purpose Hall
F _ WC
G _ Cafe
H _ Storage
I _ Outdoor Stage

J _ Auditorium
K _ Back Stage Corridor
L _ Moving Screen
M_ Moving Facade
N _ Moving Screen Structure

Fire Access 

Fire Walls

Fire Escape Routes

According to building regulation 2010 - Fire Safely 
- Volume B. The building will consists of sufficient 
about emergency staircases to provide in the event 
of fire or accidental event. The escape point will be 
within radius of 18 metre. (Volume B _ page 40) 

Each emergency staircase landing on each level will 
provide sufficient amount of space for the disabled 
and not block the escape route. (Volume B _ page 44) 

The connection between each large spaces in the 
building has flexible divider installed. In the event of 
fire, the divider will act as a firewall to block of the 
source of the fire. This will slow down and prevent 
the fire spreading throughout the building. 

The building consists of 3 emergency staircases and 
3 entrances to the building. As people are evacuating 
the building, they will be informed to go to meeting 
points nearby. There are two designated meeting 
points; one in the North and another one located on 
the east side.

Emergency Staircase

Higher Level Circulation Space

Moving facade 

Escape Route

Fire Trucks Position
Fire Equipment Storage
Emergency Staircase
Temporary-emergency Staircase
Meeting Point
Main Access Point into Building
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Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

In

In

In

Winter Prevailing Wind 

Summer Prevailing Wind 

1.18 MEP System 

Water System 

Electrical System

Large portion of rainwater on site will be recycled 
and reuse for amenity. There is also a large water 
storage at the basement level to ensure sufficient 
amount  of water for outdoor landscape irrigation. 
There are also water features dotted around the 
public square to prevent flooding situation, act as a 
reservoir. 

The electrical system has two main input one comes 
from out side sources the other one comes from the 
solar tiles installed on the public piazza. The Plant 
room is located at the basement level of the building 
and consists of three parts; the main power supply; 
emergency backup and supply for large mechanical 
system. 

Water Storage

Filtration System

Pump

Pump

Out

OutOut

In 

In 

In 

Electricity - In
Electricity - Out
 Plant Room
Solar Tiles on Piazza

Ventilation - In

Ventilation - Out

Toilet/Amenity
Water Feature 
Plantation
Water Collection System
Water Supply System
Waste Water System

Water 
Storage Filteration

Toilet 

Irrigation

Amenity

Reservoir

Ventilation System

Apart from passive ventilation, mechanical ventila-
tion is also installed in the building due to the large 
volume and the limited amount of air input from the 
openings.

The mechanical ventilation system will drag air in 
from the undercraft space of the building where the 
air is cooled down by the water features. On top of 
the building also consists the vent extract system to 
drag warm air out to the west side of the building. 
The hot air will be carried away by the seasonal pre-
vailing wind in perpendicular direction.

Stack ventilation system will be applied to the build-
ing, with cool air in the under craft area and dragged 
into the interior space to keep the air fresh and cool 
and vent out on the roof level.

Shaded Cool Air

Cool Air

Hot Air

Plantroom

Emergency 
Backup

Supply for Large 
Machenery

Solar Tiles

BuildingMain Input

 Moving Elements
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To Lower Ground

To North Piazza

1:500 Plan _ Basement Level
A_ Water Storage
B_ Electric plant Room
C_ Vent Room (South)
D_ Carpark Entrance
E_ Carpark
F_ Access to ground level
G_ Vent Room (North)



1:500 Plan - Ground/ Lower Ground Level
A_ Kiosk
B_  Speakers Corner
C_ Moving Facade
D_ Undercraft Landscape 
E_ Transformable Landscape (South)
F_ Piazza
G_ Transformable Landscape (North)
H_ Water Featured Landscape
I _ North Square 

J_ Transformable Meeing Space
K_ Existing Raised Pedestrian Walkway



1:500 Plan - Level 2 
A_ Outdoor Stage
B_ Storage
C_ Multi-Functional Hall
D_ Cafe
E_ Toilet
F_ Main Entrance
G_ Main Hall
H_ Archive
I _ Record Room 

J_ Auditorium Upper Gallery  (South Wing)
K_ Auditorium Lower Gallery Central Space
L_ Auditorium Lower Gallery (West Wing)
M_ Auditorium Upper Gallery (North Wing)
N_ Transformable Screen
O_ Moving Facade (Bridge Junction)
P_ Moving Facade (Platform)



A
C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

MB

1:500 Section AA’
A_ Outdoor Stage
B_  Piazza
C_ Office
D_ Multi Purpose Hall
E_ Kitchen
F_ Undercraft Landscape
G_ Main Hall
H_ Restaurant 
I _ Ramp Entrance

J_ Auditorium 
K_ Maintenance Platform
L_ Staging Platform
M_ Water Featured Landscape



1:200 Section _ BB’

A_ Existing Raised Pedestrian Walkway
B_ Basement Car Park
C_ Undercraft Landscape

0m 2m 4m 10m

A A

C D

EFG

H

I

B

1:500 Secion BB’
A_ Existing Raised Pedestrian Walkway
B_ Basement Car Park
C_ Undercraft Landscape
D_ Piazza
E_ Side Entrance
F_ Multi- Functional Hall
G_ cafe
H_ Corridor
I _ Roof Deck



AA

C

D

E

F

G
H

I
J

K

L

B

1:500 Section CC’
A_ Existing Raised Pedestrian Walktway
B_ Basement Car Park
C_ Undercraft Landscape
D_ Piazza (Transformable Landscape)
E_ Auditorium (Central Space)
F_ Auditorium Lower Gallery (West Wing)
G_ Auditorium Upper Gallery (West Balcony)
H_ Auditorium Uppder Gallery (North Wing)
I _ Maintainance Platform 

J_ Auditorium Crane Structure
K_Staging Platform
L_ Moving Screen





02
Building Construction
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2.1 General Structural Strategy

Primary Structural System

Roof Garden

V-shaped primary structural system to free up more 
ground space.

Barajas Airport Terminal 4, Madrid, Spain, 
RSHP

Ru Paré Community, Amsterdam, Netherlands, BETA office 
for architecture and the city + Elisabeth Boersma.

Koyasan Fukuchiin, Japan

Museum of Modern Art, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
Affonso Eduardo Reidy

Diagonal structure creates large distance 
between each structural column.

Moving facade that creates inter-relationship between the 
interior with the exterior space. 

Stone paved garden create different level and 
more intimate spaces to the users.

A flexible roof garden to allow different activities to happen 
on the rooftop.

Free up ground level to allow public to flow 
through the ground plane.

Rolex Learning Centre, Lausanne, Switzerland. SANAA

Lloyd’s building, London, UK.  Richard Rogers and Partners

Reinforced diagonal cross bracing structure to stabalize the large roof 
supported by the thin column

Services and core expose on the exterior, create a structural system for 
the building but also free up more space to the interior. 

The building can be broken down into three different parts, however the during construction it will happen simultaneously.  

Secondary Facade System
An additional layer of facade introduced to create 
different condition to the interior space. 

2

3

1

General Building structure

Precedents

The structural strategy for the building is to min-
imize  the structural elements in the building. To 
achieve such structural system; secondary structural 
elements are introduced to reinforce the building. 
Building parts are fabricated off site and then trans-
port to site to be assembled.

The building primary material is steel and using con-
crete to reinforce the structure. Secondary bracing 
structure is installed to bring extra stability. The fa-
cade is using thin and light weight material to reduce 
the load bearing on primary structure. 

Building Structural Breakdown

Total  135 metres

Scan and Solve _ Structural Analysis

Structural Strength Level
High

Medium
Low
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Loading Force 
Stabilizing Direction

2.2 Primary Structure & Earthquake Proof Structure

Primary Structure 

Steel Column (Upper Part)

Reinforced Concrete 

Steel Column (Bottom Part)

Screw heads

Seismic Base Isolation

Pile Cap

Secondary Frame Support

Twenty-four screw head on each 
end to secure the stability of the 
three parts steel column.

An vibration isolation structure 
to reduce the earthquake impact 
on the building.

Fixtures that is installed to 
the main structure to holds up 
the facade 

Fixtures that is installed to 
the main structure to holds up 
the facade 

After three parts of the steel 
column is assembled, then the 
concrete will be poured to disguise 
the screw heads fixtures. 

1

3

4

5

6

7

2

Prim
ary Structure Above

Connection point

Diagonal Steel Column

Primary Structure

Seismic Base Isolation System

Connection to Foundation 

1

6

7

8

9

2 3 4 5

1:25 Expansion Joint Detail
1 - Steel Cap
2- Waterproofing
3-  Silicon Seal
4 - Silicon Break
5 - Steel Plate
6 - Silicon Seal Holder
7 - Side Cavity
8 - Primary Horizontal I-Beam
9 -  primary Column

1 2

For such large building several connection point 
will require expansion joint to allow some toler-
ance for building movement during an event of 
an earthquake. The expansion joints are inserted 
at the location where two main spaces meets. 
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2.3 Facade Structure

Secondary Facade

Secondary Facade

30mm double glazed window

Curtain Wall

Solid steel panel to block out most of the 
sun light during summer season.

Semi-Transparent polypropylene to deflect 
the sunlight during winter month to allow 
natural light into the building without 
overheating.

Main element to provide insulation 
between exterior and interior.

Additional layer of light control factor 
from the interior space.

1

2

3

4

Summer Winter

Facade Layers Breakdown

Metal Grating Walkway

Facade structural framework

Double Glazing Units

Ventilation Cavity

Curtain Screen

Moveable Facade Panels

Allows light through as a maintenance 
walkway for the secondary facade.

V-shaped steelwork extend from primary 
structure to hold up the secondary facade.

Double glazed floor to ceiling window to 
allow maximum natural light and view 
into the interior space.

Passive Ventilation built-in on 
top of the glazing units to allow 
natural cool air behind the 
facade into the building.

Movable curtain screen as an addi-
tional layer of light condition control 
factor that is directly accessible by 
all users.

Modular pre-fabricated panels allows 
to create various light condition and 
space quality. The facade will change 
according to different season, and also 
on occasional large events.

1

2

5

6

3

4

Facade System

1:25 Facade Detail Section

1 6 7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

2 3 4 5

1 - Internal Wall Finishing
2 - Thermal 
3-  Insulation
4 - Water Proofing 
5 - Secondary Cross Bracing Structure 
6 - Primary Steel Column
7 - Maintenance Access Hatch 

8 - Metal Grating
9 - Metal Cap  
10 - Facade Moving Tracks
11 - Facade to Column steel structure
12 - Primary Horizontal I Beam
13 - Double Glazing Unit 
14 - Facade Panels

Insulation

Primary Horizontal Beam.

Rubber Cap

Screw heads

Secondary Frame Support

Secondary Frame Support

Insulation to prevent cold bridge 
effect to the building.

Fixtures that is installed to 
the main structure to holds up 
the facade 

Stabilize the primary structure 

Fixtures that is installed to 
the main structure to holds up 
the facade 

Fixtures that is installed to 
the main structure to holds up 
the facade 

1

2

4

3

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Building Connection to Primary Steel Structure Building Connection to Primary Steel Structure

1 - Internal Floor finishing
2 - Screed
3-  Insulation 
4 - Steel Rebar Mesh
5 - Reinforced Concrete 
6 - Steel Decking
7 - Shear Stud 
8 - Horizontal structural H-beam
9 - Cross Bracing 

10 - Hanging LED Panels
11 - Sill
12 - 3500x1500 mm Double Glazed Unit
13 -  Flange 
14 - Cavity
15 - Screw Head
16 - 600x600 mm H beam
17 - Diagonal Steel Column 

1;25 Primary Structure Connection Detail
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2.4 Roof Structure

Roof  General Elements 

Roof  Force Diagram

Roof Envelope Detail

Glazing Unit

Primary Structure

Roof Deck

Pre-fabricated concrete slab

Insulation / Internal Roof Finishing

Water Proofing / filter / drainage system

Forces from either side of the building
Forces counter balance

Two Side of the building

1 - 2000x2000mm concrete decking tile
2 - timber decking
3-  decking steel framework
4 - Under-lit lighting
5 - Gravel  
6 - Sandstone Tile - (Snow coloured)
7 -  Sandstone  Tiled Plant Container - (Frosty Carrina)
8 - Glazing Cap
9 - Cavity

10 - Roof Glazing Frame
11 - Automated Screen
12 - 20mm Double Glazing
13 - Glazing Seal 
14 - Drainage
15 - Primary H-Beam
16 - Water Proofing Layers
17 - Pre-Cast Concrete Slab
18 - Insulation
19 -  Insulation

20 - Draping Fabric Ceiling
21 - Primary Roof Structure 
22 - Bracing Connection Junction

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1010 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Water Terminate Line

 

The roof structure is designed to hold up substantial amount of 
weight, with minimal horizontal beams running through the ceiling.
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Moving Facade _  Passive Scenario Moving Facade _  Active Scenario

The design of the facade is meant to integrate the 
experience on the users both inside and outside 
the building. It should react and respond to the 
people. 

The moving facade is set out to create a dynam-
ic landscape to transform a piazza to a protest 
ground. 

During the event of a protest the moving facade will unfold 
itself to position to break down the piazza into smaller 
sector to create multiple focal point for citizens to gather 
and protest. The moving facade is intended to enhance the 
experience of the protest and also provide comfort and 
convenience. 

Submit relatvent document 
to the police department, 
the protest will be assessed. 
If successful then it will be 
scheduled.

The facade of the building 
will start to announce the 
up coming protest two 
weeks prior the event with 
detail information of the 
event. 

Two Days prior to protest day, 
the moving facade will start 
to move and position into it’s 
active phase to be prepared 
for the protest. All platform 
and machenism will be 
examined and checked 
before it is open to public.

On the day of the protest, 
the public square will be 
free to be occupied by the 
protesters. The moving 
facade will returned to its 
original position the day 
after the protest. 

!!!

Mar

8

3 Weeks
Till Protest

07:00 - 12:00
07:00 - 12:00

07:00 - 12:003 
w

ee
ks

3 
w

ee
ks

3 
w

ee
ks

3 Weeks

Moving Facade

Design of the Piazza

Relationship of moving facade and the crowds

1. Folding Bridge 

Key Elements
The three elements of the moving facade is break 
down into three different parts. Each part consists of 
different features to amplify the process of protest.

2. Protest Platform

3. Digital Secondary Facade 1:200 Moving Facade Elevation

0m 1m 2m 5m

0m 2m 4m 10m

Scenario of movement in piazza

Moving Part Passive Position

Moving Part Active Position

Buffer zone between the politician and citizens

Camera Position

Position for parliament representative 

1

2 3

2.5 Moving Facade 
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The three elements of the moving facade is break 
down into three different parts. Each part consists of 
different features to amplify the process of protest.

0m 1m 2m 5m

0m 2m 4m 10m

2

1

3

4

5

6

2

1
5

6

7

1:50 Moving Facade _ Bridge Section

Folding Bridge

Precedent

1/3 section of the folding bridge

The Shed, New York, USA. Diller Scofidio + Partners.

The design adapted the overlapping folding method 
to retract the foot bridge to create a smaller distance 
to the primary facade. This allows the secondary 
facade to function at its maximum efficiency and 
impact to the building. When it is unfold it can be 
stretched three times as far from its original distance. 

Steel Frame

Canopy

Canopy Folding Structure

Balustrade

Mist Diffuser

Folding Screen

Screen Holder

The main structural element of the foot bridge but also 
acting as a folding track to allow the moving facade to move 
three times as far from its original position

During protest, if the weather is sunny; the canopy 
on either end of the foot bridge will be deployed and 
provide shading for the protesters on the foot bridge 
and also the people down on the ground level.

Retractable steel holder to structurally support the canopy.

Releases mist into open air during hot weather or during 
an event of protest to cool down the ground plane and 
provide physical comfort.

Foldable LED screen that animates the ground level. 

Part of the screen element to create dead weight to flatten 
the screen when deployed.

2.6 Moving Facade - Bridge
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2.7 Moving Facade - Protest Platform

0m 1m 2m 5m

0m 2m 4m 10m

Double Layer Facade

Folding Platform

Metal Grating Floor

Leaning Platform

Folding Bench

Maintenance Walkway

Reinforced Concrete Legs

Machinery

Primary Structure

Large Event Lighting 

Two layered facade to make the platform 
space a different environment and can be 
controlled by 

Within the moving facade, there are several 
small compartment that can be deployed to 
extend the capacity of users on the platform. 

Perforated Floor to allow air to flow through 
freely and allow natural light down into the 
lower level

Angled platform to allow crowds to lean on to 
have a greater view and interaction with the 
protesters on other level.

Foldable stainless steel bench that is durable 
enough to be used as an additional standing 
platform in the event of protest to provide 
better view to the protesters.

Maintenance level only for staff to access. 

Reinforced Concrete Leg structure to support 
the primary columns.

All mechanicals are stored within the 
steel compartment for convenience of 
maintenance.

Primary Structure of the moving facade.

Fixtures that is installed to the main structure 
to holds up the facade 

4

5

6

2

7

8
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10
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1:50 Moving Facade _ Platform Section

1.25 Moving Facade Detail

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1 - Polypropylene Facade
2 - x3 5mm Polypropylene Facade
3-  Primary Steel Column
4 - Metal Grating Floor
5 - Reinforced Concrete 
6 - Horizontal Steel Beam
7 - Facade connection 
8 - Steel panel facade
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Designed for Easy Maintenance

Facade Detail

Facade with live news

2.8 Moving Facade - Facade Panel

Mega Faces, Sochi, Russia. Asif Khan.
Kinetic facade can bring another dimension of interaction of the users 
and the building.

Render testing the glow effect in dark condition.

Rendering illustrating the animated facade takes up half of the surface on the East elevation.

Horizontal steel frame (Secondary Facade) 

1m x 1m Grid Frame

Fixture of grid frame and steel frame

Digital Tile 

Maintenance Indicator

Maintenance Work

Ladder Track

Tile Rail

The facade frame is designed in grid form catered 
to suit to the digital tile facade. 

Steel frame is one metre apart from each other. To 
hold a 10 x 10= 100 tiles within an area of 1m2

Each glass tile is made out of 16 led light 
with solar panel embedded behind it to illu-
minate itself, and generate extra electricity 
for the building.

Small LED Bulb in the back of the facade to 
indicate the status of each solar tile. If broken, 
the light will be red when in normal status will 
be blue.

Maintenance of facade will carry out regularly. 
The facade is an easy access facade which can be 
easily replaced from the back. 

Tracks designed to shift ladder along the rail to 
carry out maintenance work.  

Rails designed to clip the tile in place and 

LED Light built in underneath each tile rail to indicate 
which tile is broken and which one is functioning. The 
horizontal steel frame is also designed as a ladder rail to 
provide convenience for replacement. 

The tile will only be lit up after sunset and the facade 
will illustrate the latest news and amendments the 
parliament has recently made to keep the citizens up 
to date with the latest information. 

1

1

2

2

3

3

5

4

Precedent

LED Facade

Facade is not just the envelop of the building, it is also 
bring visual impact to the users around the context. 
Using this opportunity to design the facade with mul-
tiple function will elevate the relationship between 
the public realm and the building. 

The LED facade is made out of many 10x10 millime-
tre led tiles. Apart for lighting features, behind the 
led there are also solar panels installed in each tile to 
harvest solar energy for later use. 
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2.9  Moving Landscape

The building is completely lifted up from the ground 
plane and free up the ground level to submerge with 
the piazza. The design language for this building is to 
have minimal support have a rigid and solid reading 
on the exterior. 

The envelope consists of several layers of shading 
condition which is deployed at different season or in 
case of an event. 

The Landscape will unfold itself to create a stage 
when a petition event is happening. Elements of 
the square will be shifted and elevated to create a 
stage to create opportunity to open a conversation 
between the citizens and the politicians. 

The piazza is a transformative landscape. Most 
time it serves as leisure and outdoor activity 
space. When there are events taking place, it will 
transform into a dramatic landscape to hold a 
public meeting. 

The moving elements will make an isolated 
landscape when activated and when it is in 
passive condition the landscape is a interlocking 
landscape.

Sign in to your account to 
participate the petition on 
mobile devices

Choose the petition you 
want to go for. the web 
page will show the top 3 
petition with the numbers 
of citizens who particated.

Landscape in the piazza will 
react to the top 3 voted topic. 
Parts of the landscape will 
start to transform. However if 
the number of voted did not 
increase within each day, the 
landscape will resume to the 
original position   

At 10,000 signatures
you get a response
from the government. The 
piazza will be transformed 
into a debate landscape 
where citizens can take part 
to this discussion and 
contribute their thoughts to 
the represetative from the 
parliament. 

Every petition event will be 
recorded for future refrence 
purposes. The digital record 
will be availabel to public at 
the archive in the debate 
chamber.

1

2 3

9500 
citizens 
signed 

5000
citizens-
signed 

6200 
citizens 
signed 

!!

!

!

1

1

2

3

Landscape _  Passive Scenario

Signal Pole 2 Vertical Moving Platform

Landscape _  Active Scenario

Scenario of movement in piazza

Moving Part Passive Position

Moving Part Active Position

Buffer zone between the politician and citizens

Camera Position

Position for parliament representative 

Petition Movement Scenario

Design of the Piazza

Relationship of Moving Landscape and The Citizens 

3 Horizontal Moving Platform

m

m

1:100 Cross Section of  Auditorium
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2.10  Moving Landscape - Signal Pole

Signal Pole Elements

Light Signal 

Mist Diffuser

Information board

Passive Phase

LED light Illuminates the piazza to 
signal the numbers of signature for the 
petitions.

Mist will be emitted during each thousand 
signature up to it reaches ten thousand.

Each petition event discussion will be 
recorded. The record will be available to 
public in the archive of the debate chamber. 

Fixtures that is installed to the main 
structure to holds up the facade 

When there is no partition happening 
the signal pole will be in a passive phase, 
which will be folded down to hide under the 
waterscape.

1
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5

360  Camera

Misty Atmosphere

Signal Pole

Shallow Pond

Moving Landscape Mechanism

The pond in public space will releases 
during summer months and create misty 
effect to cool down the piazza.

Since the design approach for this project con-
sist of many transformable structure. There is a 
need to have an indication to inform the public 
prior to these events. 

The pole is a small 1 metre tall indicator that 
consists of many technology together. It is 
normally hidden under water within the public 
water features. When it is activated it will start 
giving indication about the event is about to 
happen. 

Signal pole will be activated during hot 
weather or a petition feedback from govern-
ment is about to happen.

Shallow water pond to reduce weight for 
the basement structure and also acting as a  
to cool down the piazza and 

Mechanical parts are hidden underneath 
the pond.
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Water Level

350 mm

1000 mm

LED Light 

LED Light 

Wide Angle Camera x2

Main Body

LED Screen

Rest Leg 

Data Processor

Motor

Base Fixture 

Mist Diffuser
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0mm 0.5m 1m 2m 3m1:20 Moving Landscape Section

Signal Pole Features

Top_ Blue Stick Garden, Claude Cormier + associés / Bottom_Fog installation 
at Tate Modern, Fujiko Nakaya. 

Precedent

Signage and Indication

Signal Pole
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Platform (Active)

Shifting Platform (Horizontal)

Structural Elements of Moving Landscape 

Shifting Platform (Vertical)

Structural Frame

Pivot System

Track

Hydraulic Valve

Stabilizer 

1 Vault Received Signal from database
2 Applying force to let the liquid on other side enter 
the alternate vault
3_ the hydraulic will be pushed forward to stretch the 
structure outwards.
4_ Liquid flow into alternate vault.

The platform is raised to full height 
of 1.7metre above its original height 
when the petition has reached more 
than ten thousand signature. The 
platform will provide citizens different 
level of interaction with the politician 
and with more opportunity to express 
their opinion. It is a mechanism to 
increase the interaction between the 
public and the government.

Horizontal shifting platform is normally in 
passive mode. Which is offering two level of stone 
platform for people to inhabit. However when it 
is activated, the platform will shift itself to reduce 
the size by half. To create isolation between 
landscape. 

The vertical platform is normally on ground level 
during passive phase to be part of the landscape. 
When it is activated, it will be brought to a height 
of 1.7 meter above ground to create a higher 
landscape which is accessible from the landscape 
staircases.

Digital data from the petition database will be in sync 
with the hydraulic system in the public piazza. The 
more signature it received in one day the landscape 
will move to the designated position faster. However, 
if there is no data received for more than a day, the 
landscape will start to slowly return to the original 
landscape.  

Steel grid structure to structurally support 
the stone platform.

Hydraulic integrated system to elevate the 
stone platform to higher elevation

Fixed length track connecting the end of 
hydraulic to give force to the pivoting system.

Valve to hold the pressured liquid in the 
hydraulic.

Fixture to hold the structure to ground.
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Hydraulic System 

1

23

4

The piazza is a transformational landscape. Most 
time it serves as leisure and outdoor activity space. 
When there are events taking place, it will trans-
form into a dramatic landscape to hold a public 
meeting. 

The shifting landscape consists of two different 
elements, horizontal and vertical. Both normally 
function as part of the landscape. When a petition 
feed back from the government is scheduled. The 
platform will transform gradually into the active 
position to be ready for the event. 

Vertical and Horizontal Moving Landscape

Technology and Hydraulic System

One Day

Reset

100%

2.11  Moving Landscape - Shifting Platform

Precedent

Sesc Pompeia, Sao Paulo, Brazil. Lina Bo Bardi

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 

Passive 
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The auditorium space consists of 1000 seating to hold 
parliamentary meeting. The design is intended to 
show make the meeting as transparent as possible to 
let the public have direct relationship with the event. 
Parts of the auditorium space is designed to magnify 
and dramatize the atmosphere and physical condition 
of the interior and exterior space to address the im-
portance of the event. 

The Auditorium

The transformable pieces in relation to parliamentary 
work

m

m1:200 Cross Section of  Auditorium

2.12 Auditorium

1 Large Moving Screen2 Staging Crane 3Transformable Ceiling

When the law making 
process is too slow or when 
there is a large meeting 
taking place, it will trigger 
the transformative pieces 
in the auditorium space. 

The transformative pieces is 
providing transparency 
between the public and the 
government to speed up 
the process of establishing 
new laws.

The transformative pieces 
will aid to increase the 
quality of work and efficient 
process of established law 
in the parliament.
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Roof  Staging Platform 

Lighting Effect

Ceiling and Lighting Maintenance Platform 

Adjustable Fabric Ceiling 

Public & Media balcony

Members Seating

Platform will activate during large event to 
dramatize the event.

The strong light beam will be hitting the surface of 
the fabric ceiling. The draped effect ceiling will act 
as a light diffuser to emit even distributed light to 
the room below.

Maintenance level only for staff to access. 

The adjustable fabric ceiling will drop down 
its level when the parliamentary meeting 
is too long. Forcing to conclude a session of 
meeting, the ceiling will drop and create a 
physical uncomfortable to the members of 
the parliament. 

Balcony designed for non-parliamentry 
members to participate in the process of 
meeting and law making procedure. Access to 
these balcony require advance inquiry. 

The member of parliaments sit on the lower 
level to conduct a meeting.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Time to make decision....!!!

Aye!!!

Aye!!!

Aye!!!

Aye!!!

Division!!!.....

Aye!!!
Aye!!!

Aye!!!

Aye!!!

Aye!!!

No!

No!

No!

No!

No! No!

No!

No!

No!

No!

m

m

1:100 Cross Section of  Auditorium

2.13  Auditorium -Transformable Ceiling

Roof Staging Platform 

Stage Lighting

Ceiling and Lighting Maintenance Platform 

Adjustable Fabric Ceiling 

Within the moving facade, there are several 
small compartment that can be deployed to 
extend the capacity of users on the platform. 

Large stage light to bring extra 
illumination to the interior space of the 
auditorium

Maintenance level only for staff to access. 

Fabric ceiling with that is hanging from 
above with motor controlling the height 
level. It is designed to be easily removable for 
maintenance and installation.

1

2

3

4

Roof Level

Roof Level

Maintenance Platform

Transformable Ceiling

Fabric Ceiling DetailFabric Ceiling Detail

The ceiling is designed to change physical condition of 
the auditorium space. By just adjusting the level of the 
ceiling can bring visual impact and thermal discom-
fort to the members of the parliament to speed up the 
meeting process. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 -  Hook Screw Nut
2 - Hook Screw Head
3-  Hook
4 - Eye Anchor
5 - Anchor Screw Nut

6 - Anchor Screw Head
7 - Washer
8 - Aluminium Ring
9 - Fabric
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Crane Structure

Tension Cable 

Ventilation System

1.50 Roof Maintenance Platform Detail Section 

Perspective illustrating the staging platform has a dramatic effect to the piazza.

Ventilation Machinery 

Vent Shaft

Horizontal Structural Beam

Vent

Sliding Track Mechanism

Stage Light 

Metal Grating Floor

Retractable LED Screen 

Louvres 

Retractable Walkway

Out Stage Lighting 

Outdoor Retractable LED Screen

The structure is partially acting as the struc-
tural support for the auditorium space. It is 
consists M&E for the auditorium and out door 
stage element on the upper hanger platform.

Act as maintenance platform for roof level and 
also preparation platform for outdoor staging 
elements.

1

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

10

9

3

2

3

4

2.14  Auditorium - Staging Crane 

The crane structure consists of several functions. The 
primary function is to structurally support part of 
the auditorium space, furthermore, the structure also 
provides ventilation system to vent out the warm air. 
In addition, the roof staging platform is an extendible 
structure that stretch out from the roof of the audi-
torium space and cantilever over the public piazza. 
The staging platform will only when a large event take 
place. 

The staging platform will provide extra lighting and 
digital display to dramatize and enrich the experiment 
of the parliamentarian event where the people inside 
and outside be building can both participate. A trans-
parent relationship between the interior and exterior.

Each hanging display has two sides, which provides 
view to both North and South side of the square. The 
cantilever structure is eye catching that people can 
spot in distance and notice an event is happening.

Staging Crane

Staging Crane
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0m 1m 2m 5m

0m 2m 4m 10m

2.15_ Auditorium - Horizontal Screen 

1:50 Section of auditorium and piazza

Horizontal Screen 

Precedents

The secondary facade of the auditorium is a horizon-
tal shifting facade. When there is a large event hap-
pening that public can participate, the screen will un-
fold and reveal the interior of the auditorium space to 
the citizens. The full glazed primary facade will create 
a interesting relationship between the piazza and the 
auditorium. 

Reichstag building, Berlin, Germany, Foster + Partners

Transparent primary glazing facade invites people to peak 
in to the interior space. Also allows large amount of natural 
sunlight into the interior space.

Series of large interlinked moving panels 
forming a large billboard display. 

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

10

9

3

1 - Concrete Water Features 
2 - Primary Base Structure
3-  horizontal Primary Beams
4 - Floor Insulation 
5 - Lower Level Screen Panels
6 - Primary Column
7 - Double Glazing Unit
8 - Screen Track
9 - Structural Beam 
10 - Upper Level Screen Panels
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1 - Interior of National Assembly
2 - Screen Divider
3-  Timber Cladded Landscape
4 - Divider creating a layering effect to the large under craft space. 

2.16 Undercraft Transformable Space

m

m

1:100 Section of Under craft Public Space

Horizontal Structural Beam

Steel structure for folding 
screen and motor

Plaster Board

Steel Grid for screen panels

Outdoor LED Panels

Folding Screens

Screen Divider
The semi-transparent screen is active when a com-
mittee is requested for feedback from the public, the 
screen will be deployed and showing the content and 
detail of each topic. The feed back will be either re-
plied through internet or hard copy feedback at the 
national assembly. 

1

2

4

5

6

3

1 2 3 4

Committee scrutinizing 
existing law and parlia-
mentry matters.

To get in depth feedback, 
variety of sources is 
required. Our reach to 
public and profossionals.

Digital information display 
to call for feedback

Gather liable data from 
public and professional 
field. 
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2.17 _ Undercraft Transformable Space

0mm 0.5m 1m 2m 3m1:25 Under craft Landscape Detail 

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

10
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1 - Fixture for screen structure 
and plaster board
2 - Motor
3-  LED Panels
4 - Semi-transparent fabric 
5 - Curtain rod
6 - Curtain End Cap
7 - 35mm Timber Cladded 
Floor
8 - Under Floor Heating Pipe
9 - Pipe Fixtures
10 - Reinforced Concrete 

Precedents

Dutch Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale, Italy, 
Petra Blaisse.
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Building Performance
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3.1 Overall Energy Strategy - Summer

Section A

Section B

During Summer Month, Openings will be opened 
more regularly during day time to use passive stack 
ventilation system to cool down the building. If pas-
sive cooling system is not providing enough fresh air 
and cool air to keep the internal comfort to the right 
level, then the mechanical ventilation will be used to 
aid the situation. 

The double layer facade system will provide shading 
during summer with its solid panel and switch to 
semi-transparent panel during winter time. 

Cooling Strategy Building Energy Strategy - Summer

Landscape Energy Strategy _ Summer

1 2 3 4 5

1 - Elevated walkway providing multiple level for activities
2 - Retractable screens activated to provide shading 
3-  Water Features to cool down the piazza
4 - Secondary Facade act as shading elements
5 - Natural Shading from existing site context
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3.2 Overall Energy Strategy - Winter

Section B

Section A

During winter month, building will introduce more 
natural sunlight into the building than summer 
months. The secondary facade be in the position to 
allow natural light to shine into the interior space. 

Mechanical heating system will be on during winter 
months to keep the building in good condition. Roof 
deck level will be maintained more regularly.  

Cooling StrategyBuilding Energy Strategy - Winter

Landscape Energy Strategy _ Winter

2 31

1 - Rooftop will be regularly cleaned if snow during winter season
2 - Underfloor heating in under craft space will be activated to provide              
      comfortable outdoor space.
3 - Public water foundation will be kept above freezing temperature, in case 
of  damaging the foundation.

Large scale outdoor underfloor heating system. 
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3.3 Landscape

Piazza - Key Elements

The aim of this piazza is to offer a diverse public 
ground for citizens in Turin to inhabit. The propos-
al for the piazza is to divide the landscape into two 
sections with two different atmosphere. The East 
section of the piazza is offering an open air outdoor 
space where the active events are located. The left of 
the landscape is an under craft space sheltered by the 
National Assembly above. 

The East piazza consists of several interventions that 
is catered to the outdoor environment and respond 
and interact with the inhabitants regularly. Such as 
the kiosk space, Speakers corner and the water land-
scape and the transformable meeting square. Theses 
elements are there to offer more possibility for various 
activities but also create a comfortable environment to 
the visitors. The West Piazza is a relatively slow paced 
landscape, offering spaces for relaxation and calmer 
activities. 

The Environmental Experience

Kiosk
Offering short and temporary social space 
both for local residence and visitor

1

Landscape offering different levels of seat-
ing and communal area. Also functioning 
as a transformable event space

Water Featured Landscape
2

Offering an individual a stage and 
focal point in the piazza to express their 
thoughts towards the parliamentary 
decision.

Speakers Corner
3

Transformable Meeting Square
A temporary group meeting space and 
normally function as a square. 

4

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4
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Solar Harvesting

Existing Material Recycling

The outdoor public landscape will be animated with 
artificial lighting. The lighting is built into the tiles 
individually and will also self generate electricity. 
Each tile consists of a small solar cell to collect energy 
during the day. In the evening the tile emits light to 
animate the landscape. 

Existing site consists of large amount of man made 
structure. Mostly are reinforced concrete, which is a 
great material that can be reused.

Surface of the tile can be treated differently 
and customize for different purposes. For 
instance., It can be treated to create a blind 
path for the disabled.

Large quantity of aqua cell installed on construction site.

Frosted Glass

Steel Base Container 

90mm x 90mm Solar Cell

12V LED light x9

Rubber Sealing Band

Each aqua cell units can store about 200 litre of water. 
With 504 unit of aqua cell installed on site, it will be 
able to store maximum 100.8 litre of water.

The storage will be separated into two parts. One 
serves the building and another one will be used 
for plantation and outdoor water supply. The water 
storage that serves the building will have a two step 
filtration system that purify the water before pump 
to the building. 

Aqua cell is a configurable water storage 
units, that is eco friendly and able to hold 
large quantity of water. It is also easy to 
maintain with CCTV inspection.

Almost 3000m3 of existing concrete will 
be removed from existing structure on site. 
The cement will be processed to be reused 
for the retaining wall in the basement 
level. 

600mm

300mm

200 Litre

400mm

3.4 Recycling Material and Harvesting 

Water Recycling Storage System

Solar Tiles

Recycling Existing Concrete

Water Recycling

Large portion of existing structure will be removed 
and reuse for reinforcement structure.
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No!

1:150 Cross Section Thermal Diagram of  the auditorium

3.5 Thermal & Ventilation Strategy

m

m

Moving Direction of Hot Air

Moving Direction of Cool Air

Ceiling Dropping Direction

Hot Air Zone

Cool Air Zone

Outdoor Water Features

Mechanical Ventilation System

Auditorium Acoustic Quality
The acoustic quality in the auditorium varies from 
time to time depending on the situation of the 
parliamentary meeting. If the meeting went on for 
too long the ceiling will be lowered to create louder 
voice to speed up the meeting process.
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No!

1:150 Cross Section Thermal Diagram of  the auditorium

3.6 Acoustic 

m

m

Audience’s Voice Path

Speaker's Voice Path

Ceiling Dropping Direction

Concentrated Acoustic Zone

Zone of Poor Acoustic Quality 

General Acoustic Quality

Auditorium Acoustic Quality

General acoustic strategy of interior space is using 
soft fabric ceilings and soft curtain walls to create 
uneven surfaces to absorb the sound and reduce the 
chances of echoing in large space.

The acoustic quality in the auditorium varies from 
time to time depending on the situation of the 
parliamentary meeting. If the meeting went on for 
too long the ceiling will be lowered to create louder 
voice to speed up the meeting process.
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The lighting quality of interior space is designed to 
have multiple options of lighting condition for the 
interior space. The primary facade will be glazed and 
secondary as solid and semi-transparent material to 
provide shading and diffused light. However the inte-
rior space will also have artificial lighting. 

Large amount of artificial lighting is installed on the 
exteiror of the building to enhance the experience of 
the public realm. Digital display is installed at multiple 
surfaces of the building, includeing the East facade the 
undercraft space. The consumption of energy to pow-
er these display will be high, which some energy will 
be harvested from the solar tile proposed to be paved 
in the piazza. 

Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 

3.7 Lighting Strategy 

Interior space with natrual light from the roof glazing and the side opening.

Kailasanathar cave temple, Aurangabad, India.

Center bar at SLS, LA, USA

Using natural light from the cave top to create a dramatic effect 
to contrast to the dark environment.

Undercraft space with natrual light from either side of the building with 
artificial light to aid the space when there is not sufficient amount of light 
for the space.

Rooftop with canopy to provide shading during summer season

Artificial Lighting to aid the dark undercraft space underneeeth the building.
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Building Delivery
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4.1 Client & Planning Context

The Italian government vision the assembly of Turin 
as a tool to encourage the citizens to participate as 
part of the parliament. The citizens will be able to 
speak up to their voices and use this building as a 
chance to let the government to hear their voices and 
view to the state of the government. 

The project will be funded by the government of 
Italy. The Turin mayor, (85th mayor of Turin, Italy, 
since 20 June 2016 , Member of Five Star Movement) 
Chiara Appendino,will be the local representative of 
this project 

Central District Parameter

On -Going Green Public Footpath Project

Redeveloping Area in Central District

On- Going project in Central District

Project Vision 

Turin's Future 

Client

Project Aim
 Total project length is estimated three years to be 
delivered. The project is delivered in two phases, the 
piazza and the building. The piazza is scheduled to be 
open to public in early 2020, sixth month prior to the 
building opening to offer the public space to this busy 
part of the city district. Once the building is complet-
ed, it will immediately become the new assembly of 
Turin. All the political meeting and parliamentary 
actions will take place in the new assembly.

Over the last twenty years, Turin has undergone a 
structural transformation: from a single-industry 
“factory town” to a new city identity based from 
manufacturing to research, training, arts and culture, 
and urban renewal. This process of change, which 
sees in the future creation of the metropolitan city a 
further opportunity was guided by detailed strategic 
planning of the entire area launched in 2000 with 
the first Strategic Plan and which continues today in 
the Third Plan. It has attained and the process itself 
which actively involved all area stakeholders, Turin is 
a point of reference for urban renewal and relaunch-
ing of its economic-productive system.

The government will need to appointed and form a 
committee to ensure the building is going to be com-
pleted even if the political state change in Italy. The 
committee will have the responsibility to make sure 
the building project is not affected by the govern-
ment, which supposedly the committee will formed 
by members from various party of members 

The government will need to be able to provide 
sufficient fund in the beginning of the project, In case 
of scenario such as financial crisis or in huge dept. 
With sufficient fund through the project, the progress 
and schedule of the building delivery will then not be 
effected.  

Current Leader Out Voted The committee with full 
power to decide the project 

Fund protection 

Current Leader Out Voted 

Government provide sufficient 
fund dedicated to the project in 
the beginning

Financial Crisis/Bankrupted/ In Huge Debt

Project Delivered

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Project Protection

The Central District is the oldest district of Turin that consists most of the 
historical landmarks with cultural value. 

Chiara Appendino. The current Mayer of Turin, Italy.

Project Specific Committee

Sufficient Fund Protection
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4.2  Health and Safety / Site Specific Risk 

Site Specific Risk 2 
Existing retaining wall will be weakened after 
ground floor demolition as the structural beam 
will no longer be propping up the retaining wall to 
balance out the horizontal forces. To prevent existing 
retaining wall collapsing, new layer of retaining wall 
is implemented to resolve this issue.

Site Management

Risk 2 - Existing Retaining Wall Collapsing

Precautions Taken - 1 Extra layer of retaining wall is implemented.
   2 Site surveyor will need to provide accurate analysis and information of existing site

Earth / Soil

Existing Retaining Wall

Proposed Retaining Wall
The new retaining wall will be using the recycled 
concrete from the demolition of existing structure. 
Steel rebar will be installed to bring extra stability 
to reinforced the retaining wall.

Site Specific Risk 1Risk 1 - Existing Slab Collapsing

Precautions Taken - 1 Evaluation of machineries and maximum loading on existing slab.
    2 Using acrow prop to provide extra weight tolerance for existing slab.

acrow prop installed on construction site.

Existing site has a basement level which needs to 
be considered for machinery and material loading 
on site. To prevent from slab deforming or collaps-
ing, acrow prop is proposed to be installed in the 
basement level to bring extra stability to the ground 
floor slab. 
 
The set up of acrow prop is fast and easy, which will 
speed up the process of preparing the ground work 
for phase 1 construction.

General Health and Safety Principles

Personal protection must be worn at all times). 
And access to the site will be strictly controlled.

First aid equipment should be on-site at all 
times, with trained individuals on site to deal 
with any injuries sustained.

Site security will need to be keep in high level. 
CCTV will be placed for surveillance.  

Architect Project Manager

Site

Builders

Consultants

Client

Project manager has a big responsibility to keep 
the builders and architect up to date with the work 
progress and tasks that is carrying out on site at each 
stages. Builders has the responsibility to check with 
the project manager weather the construction work 
is carried out according to design.

Architects needs to keep the consultants up to date 
with the progress on site. Regular visit to site is 
required. If there are issues that require professional 
feedback. Architect may need to have consultants 
to visit the site also to resolve issues. Each site visit 
should be recorded with detail of resolving issues 
and task progress. 
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Time 

Cost

Quality Time 

Cost

Quality
Time 

Cost

Quality

Traditional Contract

Client

Architect

Contractor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Suppliers

Qantity 
Servayor

MEP

Consultants Sub- 
Contractor Suppliers

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- project is lead by the design 
team. client and design team 
have
constant communication.

- design process is seen through 
from beginning to end, typically
resulting in cost-certainty before 
work begins on site.

- typically unforseen risks and 
delays are reduced.

- considered to result in a higher 
quality finished project.

- potential for a long drawn out 
design process.

- construction process can be 
delayed by constant interruption 
by
design team.

- contractors may price work to 
win the project rather than 
accurately
price the work to be carried out.

- issues involving the desing are 
often not picked up until too late.

Design & Build Contract

Client

Contractor

Contractor

Construction 
Manager

SuppliersConsultants
Consultants

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- responsibility resides entirely 
with the contractors.

- tendancy to be an ‘easier’ 
process for clients.

- cost and time efficient. with set 
deadlines.

- work can start on site whilst 
later design stages are still being
produced.

- rigid design process once on 
site.

- client control is reduced.

- reduced quality as incentives for 
contractor to rush jobs (without
careful specification and 
quality-control).

- no benefits from a competitive 
tender.

- usually not suitable for complex 
or bespoke jobs (lack of design 
team involvement.

Construction Management Contract

Client

ArchitectArchitect

Advantages Disadvantages

- client maintains a high level of 
control over design and
construction stages.

- design and construction are an 
integrated process.

- generally better communication 
between design team, contractors 
and client, resulting in a better 
building.

- client has greater flexibility and 
opportunity to make design 
changes.

- often requires a certain size or 
complexity of project to be cost
effective.

- client is often fully involved and 
is not for the inexperienced.

- costs are difficult to predict.

- delays can occur with multiple 
levels of involvement.
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process for clients.

- cost and time efficient. with set 
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- work can start on site whilst 
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- rigid design process once on 
site.
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- usually not suitable for complex 
or bespoke jobs (lack of design 
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ArchitectArchitect
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- client maintains a high level of 
control over design and
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- design and construction are an 
integrated process.

- generally better communication 
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opportunity to make design 
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complexity of project to be cost
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- costs are difficult to predict.

- delays can occur with multiple 
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- responsibility resides entirely 
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- tendancy to be an ‘easier’ 
process for clients.

- cost and time efficient. with set 
deadlines.

- work can start on site whilst 
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- rigid design process once on 
site.

- client control is reduced.

- reduced quality as incentives for 
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- client is often fully involved and 
is not for the inexperienced.

- costs are difficult to predict.

- delays can occur with multiple 
levels of involvement.

Time 

Cost

Quality Time 

Cost

Quality
Time 

Cost

Quality

Traditional Contract

Client

Architect

Contractor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Suppliers

Qantity 
Servayor

MEP

Consultants Sub- 
Contractor Suppliers

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- project is lead by the design 
team. client and design team 
have
constant communication.

- design process is seen through 
from beginning to end, typically
resulting in cost-certainty before 
work begins on site.

- typically unforseen risks and 
delays are reduced.

- considered to result in a higher 
quality finished project.

- potential for a long drawn out 
design process.

- construction process can be 
delayed by constant interruption 
by
design team.

- contractors may price work to 
win the project rather than 
accurately
price the work to be carried out.

- issues involving the desing are 
often not picked up until too late.

Design & Build Contract

Client

Contractor

Contractor

Construction 
Manager

SuppliersConsultants
Consultants

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- responsibility resides entirely 
with the contractors.

- tendancy to be an ‘easier’ 
process for clients.

- cost and time efficient. with set 
deadlines.

- work can start on site whilst 
later design stages are still being
produced.

- rigid design process once on 
site.

- client control is reduced.

- reduced quality as incentives for 
contractor to rush jobs (without
careful specification and 
quality-control).

- no benefits from a competitive 
tender.

- usually not suitable for complex 
or bespoke jobs (lack of design 
team involvement.

Construction Management Contract

Client

ArchitectArchitect

Advantages Disadvantages

- client maintains a high level of 
control over design and
construction stages.

- design and construction are an 
integrated process.

- generally better communication 
between design team, contractors 
and client, resulting in a better 
building.

- client has greater flexibility and 
opportunity to make design 
changes.

- often requires a certain size or 
complexity of project to be cost
effective.

- client is often fully involved and 
is not for the inexperienced.

- costs are difficult to predict.

- delays can occur with multiple 
levels of involvement.

Less Suitable to this specific project as this project 
is funded and run by the government, it would 
not make sense to go with the traditional contract, 
which would take up too much time and the cost 
would go beyond estimated budget.

The government will have a set budget and deadline 
for the project, which will not be suitable for this 
contract as it has multiple risks in cost and delay in 
schedule.  

The project will be using design and build contract. 
The design and build contract allows flexibility for 
the design team and the contractor, where both side 
progress simultaneously. It is a cost and time efficient 
contract which will more likely to meet the scheduled 
deadline. 

The land is owned by the government of Italy. Cur-
rently lending out for private business for different 
usage. I.e., parking spaces, and underground rental 
storage. For this regeneration project these businesses 
will be removed from site, and reallocate them. The 
site cost will be zero cost and the property authority 
will remain to the government. 

The funding of this project will entirely come from 
the government of Italy. However a committee will be 
established before the contract is signed off, 

This large infrastructure project will be fully funded 
through government but will cost huge sum of money to 
build the entire project. The project will be build in several 
phases with the committee over looking the project.

Due to the large fund spending on this project, some 
citizens will disagree with the action which will lead to a 
protest and will be held in the public piazza of this project 
once the phase 1 is completed and open to public.

4.3 Delivery Contract & Cost

Building Delivery Cost

The selection of an appropriate procurement method 
is vital for the creation of a successful construction 
project; delivered on time, to a high standard and on 
budget.

The project management triangle

Design and Build as contract

Land acquirement 

Fund

Over Budget Over Budget Protest

14250 m2650 m21035 m2960 m2950 m2

350 € 180 €

6500m2

4500,35 €4800,35 € 4700,35 €5200,95€Aveerage  per M2

Auditorium Main Hall Multi-Purpose Hall Rooftop Bar Landscaping
Underground 

Parking/plantrooms

GEA

4,990,000 € 1,085,000 €

433,000,000 €

125,870,000 € 2,925,000€150,000,000 €150,910,000 €Cost

Total Cost

Time 

Cost

Quality Time 

Cost

Quality
Time 

Cost

Quality

Traditional Contract

Client

Architect

Contractor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Suppliers

Qantity 
Servayor

MEP

Consultants Sub- 
Contractor Suppliers

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- project is lead by the design 
team. client and design team 
have
constant communication.

- design process is seen through 
from beginning to end, typically
resulting in cost-certainty before 
work begins on site.

- typically unforseen risks and 
delays are reduced.

- considered to result in a higher 
quality finished project.

- potential for a long drawn out 
design process.

- construction process can be 
delayed by constant interruption 
by
design team.

- contractors may price work to 
win the project rather than 
accurately
price the work to be carried out.

- issues involving the desing are 
often not picked up until too late.

Design & Build Contract

Client

Contractor

Contractor

Construction 
Manager

SuppliersConsultants
Consultants

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- responsibility resides entirely 
with the contractors.

- tendancy to be an ‘easier’ 
process for clients.

- cost and time efficient. with set 
deadlines.

- work can start on site whilst 
later design stages are still being
produced.

- rigid design process once on 
site.

- client control is reduced.

- reduced quality as incentives for 
contractor to rush jobs (without
careful specification and 
quality-control).

- no benefits from a competitive 
tender.

- usually not suitable for complex 
or bespoke jobs (lack of design 
team involvement.

Construction Management Contract

Client

ArchitectArchitect

Advantages Disadvantages

- client maintains a high level of 
control over design and
construction stages.

- design and construction are an 
integrated process.

- generally better communication 
between design team, contractors 
and client, resulting in a better 
building.

- client has greater flexibility and 
opportunity to make design 
changes.

- often requires a certain size or 
complexity of project to be cost
effective.

- client is often fully involved and 
is not for the inexperienced.

- costs are difficult to predict.

- delays can occur with multiple 
levels of involvement.

Chosen Contract

Time 

Cost

Quality Time 

Cost

Quality
Time 

Cost

Quality

Traditional Contract

Client

Architect

Contractor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Quantity 
Surveyor

Suppliers

Qantity 
Servayor

MEP

Consultants Sub- 
Contractor Suppliers

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- project is lead by the design 
team. client and design team 
have
constant communication.

- design process is seen through 
from beginning to end, typically
resulting in cost-certainty before 
work begins on site.

- typically unforseen risks and 
delays are reduced.

- considered to result in a higher 
quality finished project.

- potential for a long drawn out 
design process.

- construction process can be 
delayed by constant interruption 
by
design team.

- contractors may price work to 
win the project rather than 
accurately
price the work to be carried out.

- issues involving the desing are 
often not picked up until too late.

Design & Build Contract

Client

Contractor

Contractor

Construction 
Manager

SuppliersConsultants
Consultants

Sub- 
Contractor

Advantages Disadvantages

- responsibility resides entirely 
with the contractors.

- tendancy to be an ‘easier’ 
process for clients.

- cost and time efficient. with set 
deadlines.

- work can start on site whilst 
later design stages are still being
produced.

- rigid design process once on 
site.

- client control is reduced.

- reduced quality as incentives for 
contractor to rush jobs (without
careful specification and 
quality-control).

- no benefits from a competitive 
tender.

- usually not suitable for complex 
or bespoke jobs (lack of design 
team involvement.

Construction Management Contract

Client

ArchitectArchitect

Advantages Disadvantages

- client maintains a high level of 
control over design and
construction stages.

- design and construction are an 
integrated process.

- generally better communication 
between design team, contractors 
and client, resulting in a better 
building.

- client has greater flexibility and 
opportunity to make design 
changes.

- often requires a certain size or 
complexity of project to be cost
effective.

- client is often fully involved and 
is not for the inexperienced.

- costs are difficult to predict.

- delays can occur with multiple 
levels of involvement.

Time 

Time Time Time 

Cost

Quality

Cost

Quality

Cost

Quality

Cost

Quality

Assemblea Nazionale Sul 
Bilancio Un progetto originariamente preve-

de di arrivare a 20 milioni di euro, 
in modo inaspettato

2018 /Jul / 31

protesta davanti all'as-
semblea nazionale 
prima ancora che fosse 
aperta 

crisi nazionale!
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Piazza In Use

Piazza Landscaping Building Landscaping

Building In Use

2018
Feb Dec Apr Jun Aug Oct Feb Dec Apr Jun Aug Oct Feb Dec Apr Jun Aug Oct

2019 2020

Contract

Document  & Revision 

Bids & Contract
Review Bids

Grading & Permits

Brief 

Preperation & Brief

Concept Design

Developed Design

Technical Deisgn

Planning Review

Site Work

Stage 1 _ Preperation

Stage 2 _ Design

Stage 3_ Construction

Stage 4_ Close Out

Stage 5_ In Use

Demolition

Reinforcement

Foundation

MEP (Rough-In)

Primary Structure

Secondary Structure

Slab/Envelop/Exterior Finishes

 Internal Finishes

Landscaping

Punch Out 

Stage 6_ Maintainance

Insepction 

Close Out Documents

Regular Maintainance 
Inspection

Project Gant Chart

Project Team Co-ordination 

Project Team Structure 

Design Team Meeting 

DTM meeting take place regularly to keep the design team up to date and keep to the project schedule. 
However adjustments may be made under certain circumstances. Architect's roll in this meeting is to 
bring all consultants to the table and make sure everyone is updated with their task and progress and filing 
a report each week and submitted a summary report to the client for every two weeks interval.

Key too a good contract team is to make sure each end 
is updated with information from others and commu-
nicate on regular basis. To do so, a design team frame-
work is dedicated to ensure everyone doing their role 
and ensure this project will progress faster with better 
outcome. 

The Role of an architect is very important in the pro-
ject team. Architect act as the middleman to keep all 
consultants and engineers in loop to ensure project 
progress is on schedule and on the other hand, also re-
quire a close relationship with the client to update and 
discuss weather any amendments need to be made.

Total project length is estimated to three years and will 
be delivered in two phases. The piazza is scheduled to 
be open to public in early 2020, sixth month prior to 
the building opening to offer the public space to this 
busy part of the city district. It is also going to be the  
launch event venue when the piazza is opened. 

A DTM report is to keep record of what changes has 
been made to the project and also to ensure archi-
tect's liability. Normally would record with date, time, 
names of people in the meeting and key addressing 
issues

4.4 Delivery 

Quantity 
Surveyor

Client Contractor Suppliers

Structural Consultant

Environmental Consultant
(Acustic / Lighting /Environmental) 

(Structure / MEP / Facade / Fire ) 
UK Based 

UK Based 

Turin Based

Turin Based 

UK Based 

Turin Based 

Sub- 
Contractor

Architect

Architect
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Project Team Coordination 

Project Team Roles

ARCHITECT 
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER

FACADE 
CONSULTANT

LIGHTING
CONSULTANT

ENVIRONMENTAL  
CONSULTANT

ACOUSTIC
CONSULTANT

FIRE & SAFETY 
CONSULTANT

MEP
CONSULTANT

HERITAGE
CONSULTANT

QUANTITY
SURVEYOR

STRUCTURAL 
ENGINEER

The architect is involved in the design 
process throughout the project. The role 
of the architect is to bridge between the 
design process alongside with the other 
engineers and consultants.

The architect will have to acknowledged 
structural strategies and engineering pro-
cedures to work with the engineers and 
specialist consultants to come up with a 
spectacular and functional building pro-
posal. 

The architect also is responsible for un-
derstanding the future impact of this 
building to the surrounding context and 
how the building will perform and work 
with it’s context, instead of an individual 
subject.

Construction manager has a big responsi-
bility to keep the builders and architect up 
to date with the work progress and tasks 
that is carrying out on site at each stages. 

Builders has the responsibility to check 
with the manager if the construction work 
is carried out according to design.

Fire and safty consultant will work closely 
with the architect to develop fire escape 
strategy for the building and plan out the 
fire access routes. Structurally also need to 
achive such fire rating standard. 

MEP consultants need to deliver a com-
plex system for this project as many part 
of the building consists of large doulbe or 
triple height space.

machenical ventilation for the interior will 
need extra consideration as many spaces 
are transformable.

Heritage consultant work closely with 
architect in early design phase to assess 
and manage their development sites and 
property assets and guide them through 
the heritage planning process. Our expert 
heritage consultancy covers early-stage 
risk appraisal and archaeological and built 
heritage assessments.

Costing the project is the responsibility 
of the quantity surveyor. Due the highly 
specific technical details and complex 
fabrication processes it is hoped the cost 
of the project will be fairly certain once 
research and development is grounded.

Lighting consultant will not just be 
dealing withe the lighting of the building 
itself. Also need to work with the facade 
consultants, as part of the facade are 
animated with LED panels.  Furthermore, 
the piazza will also need lighting design 
for public usage. 

Light pollution for the neighbouring 
context needs will need to be considered 
for the design of lighting strategy.

The facade consultant will work closely 
with the architect and structural engi-
neers, understand what is enclosure, what 
is covered external and what is open and 
the best way to treat these three condi-
tions. Some sort of sound absorption and 
acoustic quality will have to be attained by 
the facade itself and this will be done with 
the acoustic consultants and architects.

The structural engineer will work closely 
with the architect to develop structural 
strategy for the building. 

The structural engineer also need to keep 
in look with the MEP consultants to en-
sure the two system works together as a 
building.

The environmental consultant will make 
sure that the project adhears to environ-
mental regulations to EU standard. They 
will also have to develop a waste removal
Strategy. They will also advise on how to 
reduce environmental impacts of the de-
sign.

The acoustic consultant will deal with the 
interior and undercraft space of the build-
ing to ensure the large volume space will 
not create echo and provide a comfortable 
sound range for the users.

4.5_Project Team Coordination 

There are several interventions designed to be placed  
in the piazza. Before manufacturing those pieces, 
there will be prototyping in life scale to test them on 
site to see weather the public's view and inhabitation 
of those spaces. 
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4.6_Prototyping and Manufacture

Design moving elements and 
technical Drawings

Fabrication in factory in small 
quantity

Transfer to Site for installation  

Fabricate all parts for installation

Ready for public use

Redesign the moving elements

YES

NO

Test if the users experience and behav-
iour is matching the speculation
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Kiosk

Water Featured Landscape
2

Speakers Corner
3

1

Transformable Meeting Square

4

Prototyping

Testing Pieces

There are several interventions designed to be placed  
in the piazza. Before manufacturing those pieces, 
there will be prototyping in life scale to test them on 
site to see weather the public's view and inhabitation 
of those spaces. 

Each intervention prototype will be placed on site for 
one week and will be recorded manually and docu-
mented. The record will be an evidence to evaluate the 
design and spacial quality of each intervention. The 
design will be amended then be manufactured.
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